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Welcome to the latest edition of FV^VR / Australian Videocamera
This edition contains some really diverse material, and in conjunction with the website, covers a LOT of ground.
We have had a play with Adobe’s mobile video editing package, RUSH, and tell you what we think, what are the
limitations and where it sits in the market place.
While speaking of video editing, the Contour ShuttlePro V2 is an old friend and we thought worth another look as it
has been a few years. (We wouldn’t work without it!). Other hardware we investigated was the DJI OSMO Pocket
gimbal camera.
Dr David Smith has two articles this month, the first a review of the audio package ACON Deverberate. As well as
his review, there is also a video to go along with it. His second is a piece on where he thinks many filmmakers go
wrong ... it makes for very interesting reading!
And on the subject of videos, I have spent the last few months putting together a video tutorial for Vegas Creative Software on the virtual reality program, VR Studio 2. Anyone can use this, and there is way more scope than
just playing games believe me! Any business could use VR if thought about and implemented properly, and VR
Studio 2 is just the tool to do it.
Finally, the Sennheiser XSW-D is the perfect mic kit for social media folk to use. Simply brilliant.
Don’t forget to contact us if you have any ideas to want us to look at, thoughts on the magazine / website, want
a review of a specific product or simply just to tell us your story.
Best regards, and as always, thanks for supporting us!
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Review: Contour

W

henever anyone asks me
what my most important
tool is when editing, they
are more often than not very surprised by my response.

You see, it is not Vegas Pro 16, my editor
of choice, or Blackmagic DaVinci Resolve (my second choice but number one for colour correction of
course). Nor is it Adobe After
Effects, or ProDAD Heroglyph or Mercalli or
any other plugins
for that matter. Not even
Adobe Photoshop
or
MAGIX Xara
is included.
Nope. It is my
Contour Shuttle
Pro v2 that I have
been using for more
than 15 years now.
The Shuttle Pro v2 has speeded up
4

r Shuttle Pro v2
my editing fivefold at least, and allowed
me to create a smooth workflow that
alternates between the mouse (a Logitech Vertical MX is my mouse of choice
due to its superb ergonomics, especially
important when you have a buggered
right wrist) and the Shuttlepro 2 in my left
hand.

• Start of timeline

comes with a swag of presets for a variety of applications, and you can either
use these, modify them to your taste or
start from scratch.

• Previous marker
• Next marker
• End of timeline

I use mine regularly not just with Vegas
Pro 16, but also After Effects, Cinema 4D
and DaVinci Resolve to name a few.

The second row is:

• Set loop region
When necessary I can also then use ei- • Set Region
ther hand for keyboard shortcuts not
• Set Marker
programmed in to the Shuttle Pro v2.
• Split
The attached image shows pretty much • Start of next clip
what the Shuttle Pro v2 looks like, but to
do it the proper justice, it needs a further
explanation.
The larger side buttons are Set In point
The central jog wheel allows fast jogging and Set Out point and the bottom 4 are:
through clips whilst the inner (chrome)
wheel lets you move frame by frame
back and forth along the timeline. Each
of the top rows, bottom rows and buttons on the side are programmable to
your choice of application command.
For example, my top row (for Vegas Pro
16) are set for:

• Pause
• Play

• Add to Timeline Before Cursor
• Add to Timeline From Cursor
From this, you may have guessed that
any application can be used with the
Shuttle Pro v2 and you’d be pretty well
right. The driver software (it is USB based)
5

At USD$99 it is money VERY well spent.
The Contour Shuttle Pro v2 works on both
Mac and Windows by the way.
See Contour’s website for more details.

Review: Adobe Rush

David Hague

Not a full featured NLE but
does what is says on the tin

T

he initial problem I see with
Adobe Rush is simply this;
why would I buy a program
such as this with its limitations, when
you can get something such as Vegas
Movie Studio which has way more
functionality for less – and own it
outright.
Or similar products from Corel or even This also means that whenever a change
Adobe Premiere Elements?
is made, syncing is automatically apOf course the answer is that unlike these plied to the saved version and therefore
apps, Adobe Rush works across a num- reflected on all other devices you have
ber of platforms – iOS Mac, Android and Rush installed on.

sung Galaxy 7 while waiting for a Dr appointment and had a headache within
minutes).

The functionality is an issue if you are
used to a fully featured NLE of course,
Windows to be exact, so you can edit Personally, I don’t relish editing video on and while you do get access to edityour footage and sync it to the Adobe a smartphone screen, but for the Social ing, colour, audio and motion graphics
Cloud on whatever device you happen Media Warriors out there, this stuff is now tools, you’d never suggest in a million
to have with you.
second nature. (I once tried to read a years these replace your desktop NLE.
book using the Kindle App on my Sam6

It also covers recording an audio voice
over directly inside the app – important
for you Social Media types.
I’d suggest the average person should
be comfortable with using Rush probably within 20 minutes tops.

Starting the App

There are built in templates you can
call on to remove a lot of the donkey
work associated with setting up videos
(Adobe Stock provides even more) and
you can customise these templates to
accommodate your own look and feel
for your videos.

Subsequent openings of Rush show
you a desktop with all your projects as
thumbnails that are synched (you can
turn off synching by the way). To start a
new project, you click a create project
button and a media browser opens letting you select the media for this project. Media includes video, images and
audio. For best results, add the media in
the order you want to use them as this is
how they will appear initially in the timeline.

Tutorial

You can reorder clips later, but this does
To learn Rush, when first starting the ap- save time, and force you to think a little
plication there is an interactive walk about the flow of the video beforehand
through to get you quickly up to speed. – not a bad thing in my opinion.
This shows you the basics of capturing,
importing, editing, correcting and up- Other elements can then be added
loading to social media. To aid in this, such as titles, voice over and other meThere is no difference between the Rush does supply automatic orientation dia such as music. There is a semblance
desktop and “mobile” versions of Rush for the correct aspect ratio for the vari- of a bin system – albeit only one – showing all the media in the project and this
meaning only one tool need be learned. ous social media environments.
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can be opened and closed at will.

and three video tracks by the way.

A preview window does as it suggests,
letting you scrub through the video as
per expected and also use standard
playback controls. Full screen playback
is available if you wish and you can also
switch aspect ratio playback. If you get
stuck, pop up tips appear over each
control.

Titles
You can create your own title manually
or choose from a library. For your own, it
is a simple free form system allowing font
and style, change of size, spacing and
colour or stroke and positioning and orientation.

Editing

Templates are simply dropped onto a
track and modified accordingly with all
As mentioned, editing is basic but func- the same functionality as free form.
tional. Clips can be cut, lengthened or
shortened, deleted and moved eas- Sharing
ily. Automatically on is a pseudo Ripple Built in sharing tools are in Rush for YouEdit system filling gaps as clips are ed- Tube, Facebook, Instagram and Beited. Clips can be cropped, the position hance. Adobe says they will be adding
changed or rotation altered. If required, more. You detail your login and passthe timeline can be zoomed in or out of. word for each system and define the
Transitions can be added from a library
as can colour presets a la Instagram.
Audio can be edited separately from
video. A neat touch is that the type of
audio is automatically detected such as
music or voice and an icon shows this.
Volume control is available as is auto
ducking for music.

playlist to add videos to, titles, description and keywords / Tags.
You can allow Rush to choose the
thumbnail for a video or you can define
it yourself.
Once done, simply click the export button and the rest is done for you. You can
preview before sending if you wish.

Rush supports up to four video tracks
8

Integration with Premiere Pro
If you have Premiere Pro 2019 or later,
you can open a Rush project directly.
You need to be connected to the internet for this and ensure Rush has the
“Sync” option turned on.

it does what it does very well, and far
better than its predecessor Clip.

If you are already an Adobe Creative
Cloud subscriber, the costs are negligible, but to join CC just to get Rush puts
it out of the MCG. On the iOS platform
The full functionality of Premiere Pro
you have iMovie from Apple which is
is then available to you, for example
free and can achieve much of what
speed ramping, adjustment layers, howRush does, and as I say, on the Windows
ever, this is a one-way street. You canplatform, any number of programs will
not then export back to Rush meaning
come out much cheaper.
this is only really useful to perhaps use
Rush “on the go” to create rough cuts
and then use Premiere Pro as a finishing
tool.
It’s not a bad idea by any stretch, as
long as I mentioned at the start, you are
happy video editing on a small screen
(although these days tablet screens are
getting up there to laptop size).
I played with Rush on a Microsoft Surface Go, and in this regard, it was quite
usable.

Conclusion
If you think Rush is going to be a cheap
way of getting a featured NLE, you are
wrong. It has its place and in this area,
9

But if you NEED to be able to edit on an
Android device, or just have to have
the social media functionality on the fly
and are prepared to be locked into the
Adobe ecosystem accordingly, then go
for it.
Rush does the what it says on the tin and
can only get better.
For more information and a trial download, go to https://www.adobe.com/
products/premiere-rush.html

Review: Sennheiser X

O

ften the forgotten cousin of
video footage creation and
treated as an afterthought,
audio is generally overlooked as being the lesser of the two mediums
when it comes to making moving pictures.
Is this because it is too hard? Or for the
beginner, vlogger, “family documentary” maker etc, too finicky and difficult to
understand all this wireless lavaliere microphone malarkey stuff and so to hell
with it, set the iPhone on record audio
an’ that’ll do for now?

The equally miniscule receiver mounts
onto your camera or camcorder’s hotshoe point and then has a cable to plug
into the camera’s audio in port.
All pretty straightforward stuff (except
for the size; these really ARE small I kid
you not!)

Then you turn it on. And bugger, me, it
works! You see, those smart folk at Sennheiser have pre-paired the units at the
factory, so even if you know nothing
about audio, pairing frequency rates,
grommet wave lengths, what channel
number Q&A is on or whatever, you no
Well if you are in the latter group, then longer have to.
Sennheiser has now well and truly got
you covered with the new XSW-D Port- It just works!
able Lavaliere Set. It’s rather good for But these are no kiddy toy mics with the
pros as well just quietly.
quality of a tin can and butcher’s string.
It comes with a teeny, tiny transmitter
you plug the included Lavalliere mic
into and then stick in a pocket or attach
to a belt say. The transmitter not the mic
of course.
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Nope.
The quality matches anything Sennheiser do – I mean they have a HUGE reputation to live up to after all. The mic for
instance, is not a cut down unit made

XSW-D Wireless Mic
to a price, but the well respected ME2-II
and the world wide “safe” 2.4GHz wireless band is used so a) you are totally
legal and b) won’t have the shipping
report from the Isle of Wight or Dogger
Bank interrupting at regular intervals.

be used inside the same environment
with no clashes.
There is no need to carry a billion AA or
AAA batteries around with you either

as an included USB-C recharges the
enclosed Lithium-Ion batteries. 1 hour
And the system selects the best op- gives you 50% battery to get you back
erating frequency and automatically up and running, and total battery life is
switches to a clean channel to provide said to be around 5 hours - you can be
reliable transmission at a distance up to recharging while in use too.
about 75 metres line of sight.
And the price? Shop around and you’ll
Want to expand the system later? No get change from $600.
problem, by simply complementing
Brilliant we say!
XSW-D series transmitters and receivers,
• What’s In The Box
as your needs evolve.
• • XSW-D 3.5mm (1/8”) transmitter
Adding the XSW-D XLR female plug-on
• • XSW-D 3.5mm (1/8”) receiver
transmitter allows you to connect a dynamic handheld microphone for street- • • ME2-II clip-on lavaliere mic
style interviews for example, or you can • • 3.5mm (1/8”) coiled cable
add a self-powered shotgun to create a • • Cold shoe mount
boom mic system.
• • Belt clip
For noisy environments, simply substitute • • USB charging cable
a Sennheiser-compatible headset mic.
See https://en-au.sennheiser.com/mics
Oh, and up to five separate systems can
11

David Hague

Tutorial: Vegas VR Studio 2

David Hague

O

ver the last few months I have been putting together a tutorial on the latest VR software from
Vegas Creative Software called VR Studio. (Vegas Creative Software also make Vegas Pro 16 and Vegas Movie Studio.
The sister company is MAGIX who have Sound Forge, Photostory VR, ACID Pro, Xara Designer Pro, Samplitude and others).
I based the tutorial as I have with other tutorials I have written
/ produced over the years around a project. In this case, it is
the wine bar “Tall Timbers” set in the local town, Manjimup, in
the south west of Western Australia, and uses the software to
create a marketing tool for the wine bar, its restaurant, areas
of interest in the locality and of course local wines it sells with a
focus on one supplier, Hidden River Estate.
The software itself is quite easy to use once you grasp the concepts and is adaptable for a variety of uses including this one.
It’s up to your own imagination.
The cameras I used were a Ricoh Theta V and a VUZE XR. Audio was captured on a Sennheiser Memory Mic and the visuals put together in Vegas Pro 16 (with some help from Xara
Designer Pro). The interview camera is a Panasonic WFX1 by
the way.
You can get a trial copy of VR Studio (Windows only sorry!)
from www.vegascreativesoftware.com/us/vr-studio/
12

Tutorial: Vegas VR Studio 2

Click the image above to play video
If yoiur browser will not support this video, click here to play
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Review: ACON Digital Deverberate 2

A

con Digital has a well-earned
reputation for producing
highly efficient audio processing software.

Indeed you can learn a lot about audio
theory from working your way through
the various help files. All of this comes
at an extremely reasonable price and

Dr David Smith

new plug-in called
Deverberate. This was audio magic to
me because it enabled me to instantly
remove unwanted reverberation from
files recorded in very resonant environments. Sometimes reverb can be fantastic – at other times it can be a real
problem because it can distract from
the mood of a piece of music, or especially an over echoey voice track.
In the past reverberation was something you just couldn’t fix. Deverberate
changed all that and I wish I had been
able to use it over many years when I
was stuck with interviews recorded in
large halls and other locations that were
way less then ideal.

In my experience programs such as Audio Lava and Accoustica 7 load almost
instantly and are highly responsive in
use. The user interface is typically well
thought out and intuitive and the help
files are exemplary.

although I have several other high end
audio suites, I find myself gravitating to
the Acon offerings first because they’re
straightforward to use and produce first
rate results. What more do you need?
I was amazed to discover several years
ago that Acon Digital had released a
14

Deverberate had two great things going for it: it worked really effectively, and
it was a steal at around US$100. There
are other plug-ins that can reduce reverberation but they come as part of
much more expensive software packages.

Review: ACON Digital Deverberate 2
Not content with achieving this deverberation miracle, Acon Digital have
recently taken the game up another
significant notch withy the release of Deverberate version 2. It’s simple enough
to state what Deverberate 2 does: according to the help notes it targets early
reflections and late reverberation separately in two different algorithms.
Reverberation is a complex beast, which
is partly why it took so long to develop
ways to reduce or remove it. Deverberate
2 separates out early
reflected sound returning within the first
50 milliseconds from
those arriving later.

but the underlying mathematics must of the early reflections, then press the
be dazzlingly complex, and yet it works next button to see the frequency band
controls that allow you to determine
– brilliantly.
how much of the early reflections will
The interface is similar to that of version 1
be removed. Finally the activate butbut now adds new Early Reflection conton, which is only available once the
trols which are just three buttons: Learn,
learning phase is complete, allows you
View Band Controls and Activate.
to toggle early reflection processing on
The procedure is straightforward. Press and off.
the Learn Button to allow the software
As with all Acon plug-ins, you can easily
to get a handle on the size and nature
adjust the ratio of wet to dry signal and

Each of those two
groups of reflections
can then be dealt with
in separate processing engines, all in real
time. Sound simple?
As a concept maybe,
15

Review: ACON Digital Deverberate 2
you can do A to B comparisons quickly
and easily.
Any settings you find useful can be
saved to the preset list. Indeed the presets are a great way to get started, then
you can tweak these to suit your project
and add them to the preset drop-down.
The supplied presets are:
• Boost Hall reverb
• Reduce ambience
• Reduce hall reverb and
• Reduce room reverb
Click on one of them to reveal a menu
that allows you save or load your own
user presets.

Conclusion
Deverberate 2 is a significant advance
over Version 1.

Click the image above to play video
If your browser does not support this video, click here to play.

useful in situations where I’ve recorded make great interviews, slightly spoiled
an interview in a large room with lots of by too much reverb, really classy and I
reflective surfaces.
love it.

It is almost uncanny to hear the voice
It is much more powerful and flexible lose reverberation instantly and sound
and yet remains intuitive to use and very close and intimate, as though recorded
reasonably priced. I have found the Re- in a sound booth or small studio. I regard
duce Room Reverb preset to be really Deverberate 2 as a real audio life saver
and one that I keep close to hand. It can
16

Supplier: Acon Digital
www.acondigital.com
RRP: US$99.90 for the full version or
US$49.90 to upgrade from Version 1

DJI OSMO Pocket
Now let’s see; a mini gimbal camera
that supports 12 Megapixels up to
4K 60p - and from the mighty DJI.
So it must be good right?
Well no. Not because of the specs - these
are REALLY good - but the basic design
and associated activation mechanisms
are ridiculously flawed.
You see, unless you have a smartphone
with a USB-C connection, you cannot
use the OSMO Pocket Camera.
Not only is the USB-C connection needed to have the smartphone used as
a monitor . controller etc through the
DJI MIMO app, you cannot even activate the damn thing to make it actually, you know, work!
At all. Nuffin’. Zip. It’s a dead OSMO.
What in all that is sane were DJI thinking?
In short; if you were going to stump up

Camera
the $600+ to buy a
DJI OSMO Pocket
Camera,
but
don’t have a
smartphone with
a USB-C port (or
a Lightning port
where an adaptor is needed,
but this restricts
you to iPhones of
course), forget it.
Apparently, looking at the replies
from DJI in various
OSMO
forums
online, even a USBC to micro USB adaptor probably won’t
work. Nor will a wireless connection.
See? I said, what the hell were they thinking? Save your $600. (And the $1000
more you’d have to spend to make it
work by buying a new phone most likely)
17

David Hague

I was so looking forward to reviewing
this... I even lined up a major Motorcross
meeting for it in my local town, Manjimup.
Sure, if own one of the phones listed as
that will work - they have a USB-C connection, or if you are in iPhone user then
there is a Lightning adaptor supplied you are of course OK and your $600 investment is safe.
But at this stage, that denies MILLIONS
of people who are in, say, the Samsung
camp of Galaxy 9 phones and less in
limbo.
To requite this facility to authorise is just
plain nuts.
We have asked DJI for a response and
wilkl provide it as soon as we have it on
the website.
For more info, have a look at DJI’s website

G

ood for you; I have been doing this (and photography)
since around 1979 as a hobby and as a professional, both as a
journalist and videographer/photographer.

V8s, touring cars, sports sedans, open
wheelers, Indy Cars, rally, motocross,
speedway and even jet boats in those
narrow muddy channels are all on my
video / photography CV
And you know what? You never stop
learning. Just when you think you have
grasped it all, someone comes along
with a photo or clip taken at the same
location as you, at probably the same
time, of the same vehicle and it is miles
better.
Image Courtesy Ross Gibb Photos (c)

So You Want To Shoot Motor Sport.
There is a lot more to it than point and click
says David Hague
18

But unlike many other professions, in this
game, in my experience at least, your
peers are more than happy to share
knowledge.

Where to Start
Of course, stating the bleeding obvious,
you need a camcorder. But what sort?
What specs?
Over the years, I have used as large

number of different beasts in this regard,
starting out with a Leica M2 I inherited
from my Dad, but that sadly, considering how much they are worth now, had
an untimely end at the end of the long
tentacles of the Gummint
due to a particularly vicious nasty
called
death
duty that was
around at the
time.
In the 80’s graduated from there
to a variety of
Pentax units, and
settled eventually on
Minolta kit. (Minolta is now
part of the Sony empire, hence the absolutely brilliant lenses).

4K unit but will be trying out the VX se- cumstances is important, but in motor
ries very shortly as well.
sport of all disciplines, you’ll find yourself
doing a lot of handheld as you need to
I have used both Canon and
be able to switch positions at a
Sony models and in
split seconds’ notice.
It’s a rule of thumb that the
action NEVER happens while
you are looking at it, and you
find yourself becoming exceedingly agile while standing
on the same spot!
Because of this, I have found
from many attempts, that for
video, a dSLR / mirrorless will just not
cut it. The ergonomics are all wrong and
you’ll quickly find you’ll have an aching
terms of specifiwrist and upper shoulder in quick smart
cations have no faults with
time.
them. None at all.
My main issue is that as most of my work
in this area is handheld, the ones I particularly like, the Canon HF-G40 which is
HD (now the G50 which is 4K) and the
Sony AX100 (4K) are simply too heavy,
especially as I have a gammy right wrist.

When I graduated to video, early in
the piece I settled on Panasonic gear,
primarily due to the Leica lenses used.
Additionally, I also like the ergonomics, and for the occasional “gimmicky”
shot, in the higher end models, the twin
lens system is brilliant for capturing two
angles simultaneously.

Which brings up a very important point.

Currently I am using the Panasonic WFX1

Yes, using a tripod in these – any – cir-

dSLR or “Proper” camcorder?
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Camera Necessities

Now we have established what type of
camera, what features / specifications
does it need? A lot of this is personal, but
at the very least I would want manual
focus (by a ring where possible) and
aperture (either by a second ring, or
switchable between it and focus). Variable shutter speed is also very useful to
get slo-mo footage.

You’ll need a decent optical zoom too,
also by ring if at all possible – none of
this digital zoom rubbish though! 32x is a
good starting point I find (which is what I
have in the Panasonic WFX1). Make sure
there is 4 axis stability built in too.

ent audio, and also carry a Sennheiser
XSD-W digital Lav set for interviews. If I
am doing a simple voice over/commentary the Sennheiser Memory Mic is
brilliant.
I do carry a small LED camera mount

Don’t forget the hat, sunscreen and fly
repellent too, as well as a bottle of water. Remember also that if you get accreditation (see below) sometimes you
may be on the infield for a long period
of time, and away from toilet access

It’s pretty much a given most decent
camcorders today are 4K, but an HD
camcorder will still give excellent results
by the way.
I also prefer using the viewfinder to the
flip out LCD, although I might frame a
tripod based shot using the LCD and onscreen guides, but this does of course
mean your camcorder’s LCD is up to actually being able to be seen outdoors.
Many cannot be!
Variable ISO is also handy.
These basics are to be found in most
camcorders in the $800 - $1500 range.
If it were me, I’d find a shop that has a
range physically in stock and go and
have a play to make sure the ergonomics are spot on for your taste and all the
features are there and easily accessible.

light from Aputure and a Joby Gorillapod tripod. Finally I use a WD MyPassport
Wireless SSD to back up all the SD cards
on a regular basis while in the field.

In terms of accessories, I have a Sen- Everything is kept out of dust, mud and
nheiser camera mounted mic for ambi- water in a Black Wolf backpack.
20

without crossing the track – which is not
to be recommended during a race and
will cause the total ire of course officials,
drivers and spectators to descend on
you from a catastrophic height!

Image Courtesy Ross Gibb Photos (c)
Location is key to top shots!

Techniques

and b) you need stability.

Apart from the agility mentioned earlier, one thing you will learn as you
progress, is the ability to be looking
through the viewfinder with one eye,
but keeping an eye on the action
with the other.

I have the left hand wrapped around
the barrel with the right cradling the
camera with my fingers falling on to the
controls. I am somewhat different as I am
left eye dominant, so do practice to find your most
comfortable method.

A good pair of ears helps too, as often, the first sign of something spectacular is about to happen is the
screech of brakes or the sound of tortured tyres! Your ears alert to this as
well as offering the approximate direction and location.

As your fingers need to be able to manipulate the

In terms of pure camera technique
though, learn the intricacies of depth
of field backwards, with how focal
length, aperture, shutter speed and
ISO all relate in this regard. My Emu
Beer Can tutorial might help those
who have little knowledge in this regard. (This might look like a travelogue to start with, but trust me, persevere!)

Where To Go

controls almost automatically, you need to know
your camera intimately, understanding what button,
switch, rocker control, knob and ring does what, so
you can operate them without thinking.
Spend a lot of time reading the manual and again,
practising to get that familiarity is my best advice.

The closer you can get to the circuit, obviously the
better. I generally find during the course of a day, depending on the track and the type of racing, I use
maybe three or four locations I am comfortable with
that provide good action and interesting backdrops
and other elements to the image.

For a new circuit, or if conditions are different to what I
am used to, I’ll go to the track on the Friday if possible
You’ll need to find a technique to and do a walk around to familiarise myself with the lohold the camcorder too, as a) it will cale, obstructions, areas of danger, where the sun will
be shooting for longer periods – per- be and so on. I’ll then set myself those three or
haps up to 60 seconds – at a time four locations and sit in each for a time
21

Do’s and Don’ts

to
familiarise
myself with
what does / can
happen during practice sessions by the drivers.
While the on-track action is of course
the main drawcard, from a story-telling
perspective, don’t forget the other locations such as the pits!
What can be a fun project is align yourself with a specific team and try and
document their day or weekend with
not just action shots, but shots in the pits
of the crew and even their fans in the
stands.

Accreditation
The Holy Grail is to get circuit accreditation
and if obtained, means you have pretty much open access to anywhere. Be

aware
though,
in most cases,
you need to be allied with some sort of
media organisation to get
this, especially at the bigger meetings such as V8 Supercars, and you can
forget F1 or MotoGP absolutely!
Your local car club or bike club however is often pleased to give accreditation for a meeting as long as you sign
the indemnity forms. The trade off is they
might want to use your footage / images to advertise their next meeting or to
put into the meeting program, but this
is a good way to start and get yourself
known.
From there, you might be able to
sell teams and drivers some footage and start making a small $ out
of the hobby. At worst, you’ll have a
good time and pay for your SD cards!
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This one is simple. If ANY official tells you
to do something – move, stand still, shut
up, whatever – just do it. They are out for
your safety, the safety of the spectators
and of course the competitors and their
crews and know their job well.
In most case they are volunteers and
don’t need the grief, and anyway, any
issues will have you rapidly expelled
from the circuit and lose any further accreditation chances.
Secondly, don’t even bother to ask if
you can use a drone to get footage. It’s
a rare Clerk of the Course indeed that
grants this, often for commercial reasons, but mostly for safety ones. And if
you ignore this, the fines and retribution
are high and swift.

Conclusion
I love motor sport video. It is both fun
and challenging, and when you get
that magic shot or clip, all the walking
up hill and down dale, the dust, mud,
smoke and smell of fuel and burning
rubber in your clothes and hair makes it
all worth while.

Image Courtesy Ross Gibb Photos (c)

There is morte than the actual racing to get exciting action video and photos! Don;t forget the pits and the crowd.

You’ll never make a living from it in Australia, but you might make a buck or
two on the side, and have a great time
doing it!

I was given, and only had to be used
once in my lifetime, is DON’T MOVE. The
driver has no way of guessing if you do,
what you might do next, thus making it
harder to avoid you.

of predicament, and make sure there
is always some sort of barrier between
you and any oncoming object you can
get to very, very quickly at the FIRST sign
of danger. Don’t wait.

Above all though, stay safe. Keep your
eyes and ears open, and if you see a It makes more sense of course to make (With thanks to the best in the business car charging towards you, the advice sure you never get yourself into that sort Ross Gibb from Ross Gibb Photography)
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Can you recall the first time you saw a
drone shot in a TV series?

write to us and tell us your views. Here at
FV^VR we love a constructive chat!

Can you recall a current TV series that Now read on...
DOESN’T feature drone shots?

Dr David Smith

good, the
bad and the
downright ugly
the

As viewers, we love innovation in the
TV or movies we watch. There’s a huge
Wow! factor at play when a new technique or style is employed for the first
time.

1. Moving cameras

Amateur videos follow the basic rule of
‘It’s a movie camera, so keep it moving’. Professionals also seem to have fallen into the trap of requiring the camera
to always be on the move. Whether it
As film makers we all too frequently get be via a dolly, a crane, or a slider, the
sucked in by these same innovations, camera must never be allowed to stay
the end result being serious over use. put. Subtle camera movement has a
genuine place in film making: the threeWhat to do?
dimensionality of the scene is revealed
• Step 1: Identify clichés
by this means and there are great possibilities for revealing elements on the set
• Step 2: Don’t use clichés
by, for example, tracking the camera
Here are some of my pet hates from the past a doorway to reveal action hapworld of cliché cinema. You’ll find most pening in a new room.
of them in TV series, commercials and
Like all good things, however, this can
some feature films. Spoiler alert: once
be overdone. Can’t we just stop the
you become sensitised to them you’ll
camera moving for a minute and catch
never look at programs in the same
our breaths?
way. Of course readers may well disagree with my list, in which case please Solution: Use dolly shots sparingly when
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they really add something to the story or
the mood. Don’t over-use them or you
reduce their impact.

2. You must use a DSLR (or mirrorless) camera for video
This is basically nonsense. I remember
advice from one of Australia’s greatest wildlife film makers, Keith Taylor, who
said to me “I don’t really care what kind
of system I use, as long as it allows me to
get the images I need.” This was back
in the days before modern miracles like
GoPros and we were trying to film inside
a platypus burrow using a black and
white Panasonic surveillance camera. It
worked – we got the shots.

DSLR (or mirrorless) camera with a high
quality fast lens – eg Zeiss f=1.4 50mm –
and compare it with a full frame video
camera with a high quality fast lens – eg
Zeiss f=1.4 50mm – the results will be indistinguishable. The only real difference
will be in the ergonomics, whereby the
video camera will win hands down by
virtue of its range of manual controls
and ease of handling.

suite your needs for the shoot in question. Don’t be brow-beaten by format
snobbery.

3. Shallow depth of field is always essential

We are all accustomed to seeing dialogue between two characters in a TV
series who magically come into sharp
focus as they speak, then become soft
I lost a job possibility because I insisted focussed as the other person answers.
All cameras have a lens and some kind on using a video camera rather than
It’s actually not magic: it requires the
of image receiver, be it film, CMOS sen- a DSLR. The client clearly didn’t underservices of a highly skilled focus puller
sor or whatever. This applies to both film stand that the images I could produce
who meticulously follows the script by
and video cameras, although – strange- would be exactly what he wanted, defocussing on each actor as they speak.
ly – there’s a certain mystique about spite the fact that I was avoiding the
This can be very effective, but it can
the DSLR camera that implies that it al- ‘snob value’ of using a DSLR.
also become a distraction. If your eye
ways producers superior video images.
It doesn’t and it can’t. If you set up a Solution: Use whichever type of camera is tracking the follow-focus gymnastics,
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they’ve lost you: you have stopped be- dated into thinking shallowness is essening captivated by the story and are now tial. It’s your artistic call after all.
thinking about the filming technique.
Of course there are many other reasons for not using narrow depth of field.
Lenses all have their own sweet spot
with regard to aperture. Typically this is
at around f8 at which point chromatic
and spherical aberration will be minimal. Having the lens wide open at f1.4
means you are operating well away
from that sweet spot and some image
degradation will be inevitable.

4. Interviews should always
cut to a second camera with a
side-on view of the talent

really ugly impression that the subject
doesn’t care about you one iota. The
skill of the interviewer in getting the perfect mood for the interview is shattered
by this poorly directed side glance.

Solution: Don’t ever do it. Unfortunately
someone did do it, everyone’s copying
This is a relatively recent trend and one
it, and no-one seems to realise how awto be despised.
ful it is.
It can be very useful when shooting to
re-frame from tight to wider in the gap

between answers, then back again for
the next answer. This makes cutting out
the interviewer’s questions much simpler
Another situation in which you want
to edit and basically works well because
wide depth of field is when shooting
the subject is always speaking either dilandscapes. Especially when using wide
rectly to the camera or slightly off-camangle lenses there is great drama to be
era to the unseen interviewer.
had by shooting with the lens stopped
down to, say f11 or f16 because every- This ghastly new style has the subject
thing from to foreground flowers to the speaking to the camera (or slightly offdistant mountains will all be in sharp fo- camera) but then speaking way off
cus.
camera to no-one in particular when
the side-on shots are used. There is no
Solution: Use shallow depth of field if you
surer way to distance your viewer from
feel the scene needs it. Don’t be intimithe subject’s wise words. It creates a
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5. Drone aerials must be used
at least once in every minute of
the video
I have a Mavic Pro drone. I have a
CASA license. I love what my drone can
achieve. It is an utter miracle of miniaturised technology. I use its shots minimally
for best effect. Unfortunately many directors are over-using drone shots to the
point of being hackneyed.
Just a decade ago, if you needed aerial
shots of anything, you had to rent a helicopter at around $1,000 an hour. I spent
hours hanging out of the door of the var-

ious helicopters – the doors having been
removed – the only better way being to
rent a special gyro-equipped chopper
with a huge nose-mounted stabilised
camera. Think $10,000 per hour. Today
you buy your drone for $1,000 or even
less and after that it’s free for ever. We
live in magic times.
Watch any of the current bloom of
home buying or renovation TV series
– think Grand Designs in all its British,
Aussie and Kiwi incarnations – and, just
for fun, try timing the proportion of the
program devoted to drone shots. You

will be surprised! The problem is they
look great, they’re incredibly easy to
film, and they’re a lazy way of making
a real program. Once again, brilliant
new technology over-used and copied
by every similar program to point of not
only cliché but tedium.

A similar thing happened decades ago
when that horrible cinematic error that
produced vivid coloured circles known
as lens flare was co-opted into movies as an artistic device. Google them
and you’ll see numerous articles and
critiques of these techniques. Virtually
all editing software packages contain
6. Lens flare and bokeh should lens Flare among their video FX plugins
and there are troves of online bokeh imalways be used
ages you can download if your camera
Bokeh, the artefact produced when an doesn’t do it well enough.
8- or 9-bladed iris creates coloured disks
from out-of-focus background lights can You can obviously use your own discrebe very pretty. It can also be overused. tion as to whether to embrace lens flare
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and bokeh, or sack the DoP. However,
always remember that if special effects
distract the viewer from the story then
you really have lost the plot – in both
senses.

Conclusion
I guess it all comes down to the notion
of using each method sparingly. It’s well
known that, in the scariest horror movies, you don’t actually see the monster.
You hear the monster, you see people
terrified of the monster and the monster music helps your imagination build
a mental monster that scarier than any
created by the guys at Weta or Pixar.
My personal view is that I try very hard to

be original. If everyone is driving black
BMWs and Audis I’ll drive a bright yellow Peugeot (I do!). If every shot in a
program is showing the star in shallow
depth of field so the bokeh is beautifully
soft and the camera is moving gracefully between drone shots, I’ll probably
use a tripod and cut cleanly between
shots.
Focus on your story-telling. Avoid anything that reduces audience engage28

ment. Go for Good, avoid Bad and stay
well clear of Ugly.
Dr. David Smith can be contacted via
www.imaginaction.net.au

